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Public Safety promotes veteran; welcomes new officer

Nation

Allison Kajiya
News Editor

Ahead of schedule, the Santa Monica Freeway re-opens
The earthquake damaged Santa Monica Freeway re-opened in
Los Angeles on Tuesday, amid a whole new look, more than two
months ahead of schedule.
The freeway, damaged in the Ian. 17 trembler, opened sur
rounded by top governmental officials, including Gov. Pete
Wilson, LA. Mayor Richard J. Riordan and Federal Secretary of
^asportation, Federico Pena.
Considered a major aorta of the Los Angeles freeway system,
(he freeway's bridges over La Cienega Boulevard and Fairfax
Avenue were restored. The project, which cost $29.4 million, all
from the Federal Government, has been hailed as "a rare example
"What did I tell you?!
of what government can do when it really works."
client of mine ever
does time in jail!" An estimated 300,000 cars use the road daily, and like anxious
drivers on the Indianapolis Speedway, drivers praised the early
opening of the city's major freeway as the orange cones were
:moved and the freeway officially declared re-opened.
The rock music world mourns the dea Ji of grunge pioneer
A steady stream of Nirvana fans gathered in Seattle last
iaturday to mourn the death of Kurt Cobain, lead singer of the
dar group Nirvana
. -•
.
,.. v
Cobain. who died after a self-inflicted shotgun wound to the
i, was discovered in his Seattle home, after recently leaving a
fornia drug rehabilitation facility.
Nirvana, the grunge band whose anguished lyrics gave voice
a new generation, soared to the top of the music charts with
"Smells Like Teen Spirit," and "Heart-Shaped Box."
Police and private security guards were posted around
in's home as fans paid homage to a rock idol who was trouby drugs and alcohol.
Cobain leaves behind a wife, singer Courtney Love and a oneyear-old daughter.

World

Agreement doses the Chernobyl nuclear reactor plant
Under an agreement struck between the United States and

Ukraine, U.S. officials announced last Saturday that the
Chernobyl nuclear reactor plant would finally be closed lor good.
site of the worst nuclear accident and still a major source
power, will cease operations according to officials 'at
he earliest possible date."
„ . .
While previous attempts to close the plant bad failed, officia s
ne()
iG DONOR NEEDt,;
believe that the closure would now allow a U.S.-Ukraman
d Asian couple.
of options for replacing the lost energy.
5 dream of Pare" cPlans are currently in negociation to include a new en g;
R7-i^02.°Gener0lJS s
Nervation program in the Ukraine that will utilize "more effi|Clent technologies, including cleaner coal-burning power p *
[designs."
Chernobyl gained the world's attention in April, 1986, w en
* ^plosion in one of its reactors sent clouds of rachoacthve d
Eastern Europe, Scandinavia and much o t e
IV'« Union. To date, more than 8,000 people were killed
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Americans flee escalating warfare in Rwanda
if Under the cover of nightfall, Americans fled
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University of the Pacific's
Department of Public Safety wel
comed a new member to its team
and promoted a veteran member
during special in-house cere
monies held on April 1.
Public Safety welcomed the
arrival of Officer Robert
Rodriguez and promoted 14-year
veteran Stephen E. Scallin to
sergeant after former officers,
Shirley Scheffler moved on to the
City
of
Folsom
Police
Department, and Sgt. Chuck
Goodman left to concentrate on
Chiropractic school full-time.
Rodriguez, a former construc
tion contractor from Modesto,
was hired to fill Scheffler's
vacancy, and was selected out of
a field of 140 applicants.
Through the application process,
Rodriguez was then included in a
field of 64 candidates which was
narrowed down to14 finalists. Of
those 14 finalists, Rodriguez was
considered in the top four.
After undergoing a written
exam, oral interview, polygraph
test, psychological assessment,
medical check and full back
ground check, Rodriguez passed
with flying colors and was then
selected for the vacant position
previously held by Scheffler.
"Officer Rodriguez did
extremely well on the testing
process and has completed the
Police Academy at his own
expense," said Public Safety Lt.
Jerry Houston. "Based on infor

mation that we've acquired, he
should be a definite asset to the
University."
Officer Rodriguez is currently
undergoing a 12-week field train
ing program through Public
Safety and with cooperation from
the Stockton Police Department.
Under completion, Rodriguez
will then be assigned to his own
shift.
Officer Rodriguez will official
ly be swom-in to his new posi
tion by the City of Stockton City
Manager in another ceremony
whose date is yet to be decided.
"We haven't had anyone pro
moted in many years," Houston
says of Scallin's appointment.
"We're real proud of Steve.
We've relied on him many times
in the past to fill-in when other
sergeants were not available, and
now it's great to recognize him
for his loyalty and dedication to
the department."
"It feels real, real good. It's
one of the goals I've wanted to
reach for a while. Not only will I
continue to train officers, I'll also
now be supervising. It's going to
be a lot of fun," Scallin said.
Scallin, who was appointed to
the department on Jan. 2, 1980,
will now be responsible for
supervising the work of others,
and takes over the department's
night shift.
With Scallin's promotion, the
department is currently filling his
vacant position. According to
Houston, if all goes well, a new
officer will be named in May.

UOP's CRP director secures
gubernatorial appointment
Ron Owens
University Relations
Cris Clay, executive direc
tor of University of the
Pacific's Community Re-entry
Program, has been appointed
to serve on the 21-member
Statewide Independent Living
Council (SILC) by Gov. Pete
Wilson.
The Council, created as a
result of a new federal law
which
governs
the
Independent Living Program,
assists
the
California
Department of Rehabilitation
in developing a comprehen
sive state plan for securing
additional federal rehabilita
tion funds.
SILC's objective is to fund
several Independent Living
Centers throughout the state,
develop new centers, revise
the method of service being
currently provided and to
ensure that services are being
provided to those individuals

that have not been serviced.
Clay, responsible for mainstreaming the chronically
mentally disabled into society
and providing them with inde
pendent living skills, socializa
tion services and housing,
directs a clinical training pro
gram for UOP students who
are working toward their mas
ter's degrees in applied behav
ior analysis.
"I have been professionally
and personally involved in the
disabled independent living
movement in Stockton and
San Joaquin County since
1979," Clay said. "I am proud
and deeply honored to receive
this gubernatorial appointment
and to have been given the
opportunity to continue to
serve the disabled and UOP at
the state level."
Clay and othe council mem
bers do not receive a salary
nor does their appointment
require Senate confirmation.

Above: Veteran officer Stephen E. Scallin is officially promoted to sergeant
by Public Sfety Chief of Police, Bob Calaway.
Below: New officer Robert Rodriguez wil formally be assigned his own
shift upon completion of a 12-week training session.

SMART offers
Asparabus service
The San Joaquin Regional Transit District (SMART) will once
again offer direct "Asparabus" shuttle service to the Stockton
Asparagus Festival at Oak Grove Regional Park on Sat., April 24
and Sun., April 25.
Over 30 full size buses will operate continuously from 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m., transporting passengers from the Shima parking lot at
Delta College directly to the festival entrance.
SMART buses are routed into the festival grounds ahead of
regular traffic so that passengers are assured of a quick, hasslefree ride.
Round trip fare is $2.50. Shuttle tokens can be purchased at
the SMART ticket booth at the shuttle site on April 24 and 25 or
in advance at SMART'S administrative office located at 1533 E.
Lindsay St. Asparagus Festival entrance tickets will also be avail
able for purchase at both locations.
The Shima parking lot is located at the northwest entrance of
Delta College off of Pershing Avenue. Parking at the shuttle site
will be free of charge.
Direct shuttle service is also available for Dial-A-Ride passen
gers. Reservations can be made by calling SMART at least one
day in advance and up to three days prior to the festival.

For more information, call (209) 943-1111.
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Students
organize
t
0
Colleges seek alternatives to SAT scores
raise funds for Bos^f*
College Press Service
females routinely score lower on
the SAT but have higher grade
On a Saturday morning in point averages in both high
mid-March, hundreds of thou school and college than males.
Poorer students who can't
sands of high school seniors
afford
the special coaching avail
throughout the country filed into
classrooms and auditoriums, able for the test — which can
picked up a No. 2 lead pencil and cost as much as $700 — are also
began a rite of educational pas discriminated against, Schuman
sage called the Scholastic says.
"This country spends more
Assessment Test.
than
$100 million on a test that
For many, this was a do-or-die
has
all
of these problems, lacks
moment. Forget all you accom
educational
relevance and, many
plished in those four years of
high school. Flunk this one test feel, isn't really needed," she
and your next classroom experi adds.
However, officials at The
ence is likely to be spent learning
College
Board say the test is a
how to ask: "Would you like
valid measure of students' col
fries with that?"
But the idea of pegging your lege performance, despite varia
college future on a single day of tions in scores that they say can
testing may be losing favor with be attributed to a lack of educa
tional preparation.
some colleges and universities.
"When used with high school
Nearly 200 four-year schools
grades,
it is the best indicator of
now have policies which allow
many applicants to be admitted how well students, both men and
without taking either the SAT or women, will perform in the first
year of college," said Anne
the American College Testing
(ACT)program, according to a Buckley, assistant director of
recent survey by the National public affairs.
Buckley also said that grade
Center for Fair & Open Testing,
or FairTest as it is often called. A inflation has made the SAT more
similar FairTest survey in 1989 valuable than ever in deciding
showed that only 112 schools had which students should be admit
ted. In 1980, 58 percent of high
SAT optional policies,
"The huge increase in test school students had GPAs of B or
score optional colleges shows better. In 1993, 83 percent report
thaf neither the SAT or the ACT ed GPAs of B or higher.
"Without a national standard,
is necessary to run an efficient
admissions process," says Bob grade inflation seems to be a
Schaeffer, public education direc problem," she said.
Buckley also noted that 78
tor for the Cambridge, Mass.,
group. Established in 1985, percent of all four-year schools
FairTest is strongly critical of the continue to use the SAT to help
SAT and lobbies for the use of determine admittance.
At Wheaton College, a small
better evaluation methods.
The SAT has been around liberal arts school in Norton,
since 1926 when was developed Mass., that was founded in 1834,
by The College Board, a coalition the option of not taking the SAT
of several Northeastern colleges, has been part of the school's
but it has garnered increasing admission policy for the past
criticism over the past several three years.
"We don't even look at stan
years.
"We feel that the test discrimi dardized test scores unless the
nates against certain students," student wants us to," said
says Cynthia Schuman, executive William McMurray, director of
director of FairTest, "and it school relations in the admissions
doesn't reflect (he kinds of skills office.
that we need to know about col
"We look at the student's
lege students, such as writing, complete record — grade tran
scripts, recommendations from
problem solving and research."
The test is also a poor indica guidance counselors, extracurtor of a students' ability to com riculum. What we have found is
pete in college, she said. For that high test scores on the SAT
instance, Schuman notes that aren't a very good indicator of

how well a student will do in col
lege. There was a much better
correlation between high school
grade point averages and perfor
mance," McMurray said.
"We had a lot of students
coming to Wheaton with high
GPAs but medium test scores and
they did well. We also found the
opposite: kids with high test
scores but low GPAs who got
into trouble."
Wheaton also takes a close
look at a student's writing skills.
In addition to making the SAT
optional, Wheaton also revamped
its application three years ago.
"We used to ask a question
about an incident of international
importance. What we got was a
lot of the same thing — the Gulf
war, for example," he said.
"Now we ask students to imag
ine that they have been invited to
their 10th high school reunion
and they are to write a letter to a
high school friend and tell them
what they have been doing for
the past 10 years. Now, every
essay we get is different. It really
tells a lot about a student and his
or her expectations."
This year, Wheaton has a
freshman class of 390 and will
sift through about 1,700 applica
tions.
"We deny very few. We're a
small, undergraduate, selective,
residential college. The pool of
applications is self-selective. We
admit about three times the num
ber of students we need in order
to fill out the class," McMurray
said.
Educators at Franklin and
Marshall College in Lancaster,
Pa., also found that the standard
ized tests such as the SAT had a
marginal impact on the pre
dictability of how well a student
would do at four years of college.
"We decided to experiment,"
said Peter Van Buskirk, dean of
admissions. "If a student is in the
top 10 percent of his or her class
or they have a 3.4 GPA, they
have the option of not submitting
any standardized test scores at
all."
One of the most glaring prob
lems with the SAT was that it
"didn't offer any sampling of a
student's writing ability at all,"
Van Buskirk said.
Franklin and Marshall now

asks students to send them two
graded examples of writing with
their application.
"This has been a real boon to
us. It gives us an insight in to stu
dents' expectations, how they
responded to assignments and it
helps us define the context for the
student's overall performance.
"We aren't heavy stockholders
in the SAT," Van Buskirk added.
"We've seen some dramatically
different styles of education
across the world. Some prepare
students more for objective
exams, others don't. We wanted
an admissions system that
wouldn't artificially discriminate
against students."
But Franklin and Marshall is a
small school, well-financed, pri
vate and nearly 209 years old.
They can afford to individualize
their applications review process.
Big schools can't do that, says
Dr. Homer Montalvo, dean of
admissions at California State
University at Bakersfield.
Yet even Cal State allows stu
dents to bypass the SAT if they
have a high school GPA of 3.0 or
better.
"California is a little bit differ
ent from other states. We devel
oped an index system for our
entire undergraduate program
that covers the University of
California, California State and
our community colleges,"
Montalvo explained.
"We don't have the luxury
that small schools have of look
ing at things like letters of recom
mendation. What we do is look at
GPA and test scores. If you are in
the top 12 percent, you can go to
the University of California, if
you are in the fiekt 33' percent,
you can go to the Cal State sys
tem, and if you are below that,
it's junior college. That's how we
finance our system here."
And while California does
allow students with high GPA's to
forgo taking the SAT, the fact is,
about 95 percent of the applicants
take it anyway, Montalvo said.
Montalvo says he can sympa
thize with those who are critical
of the SAT. "They (SAT adminis
trators) have made a tremendous
effort to make adjustments and
corrections, but it would be
impossible to argue that it doesn't
have some bias.

Cyclists needed for coast-to-coast bike trek
College Press Service
If you like the idea of
whizzing down a Rocky
Mountain road while raising
money for a good cause, the U.S.
Bike Trek 1994 may be just the
summer getaway for you.
Organizers of the coast-tocoast informational ride are look
ing for bicyclists who would be
willing to help raise funds for the
American Lung Association and
ride from Portland, Ore., to
Portland, Maine, or at least a leg
of the route.
"It's certainly the adventure of
a lifetime," said Sam Hitman, a
Rutgers University graduate who

helped organize the annual event
several years ago with fellow
Rutgers students.
By traveling slowly — 3,514
miles in 54 days — bikers get a
chance to meet and talk with fel
low citizens, particularly about
the importance of living smokefree, drug-free lives. "The slower
you go, the more you realize
what a great country it really is,"
Hitman said.
The trek starts May 18 when
cyclists dip the front wheels of
their bikes into the Pacific Ocean
and travel across the northern
United States, hitting such spots
as Missoula, Mont., Mount
Rushmore in South Dakota,

Minneapolis, and Niagara Falls,
N.Y. It will end with a dip in the
Atlantic Ocean at Portland,
Maine.
The idea is for each participant
to raise a minimum of $3,000 by
getting local community busi
nesses or individuals to sponsor
the rider on a per-mile basis.
Along the way, bicyclists stop at
schools and civic organizations to
talk about health, fitness and
bicycle education.
Last year, 16 riders raised
about $50,000, some of which
went to the American Lung

Association and some to a Bike
Trek fund. Proceeds from the
Bike Trek fund will be used to
give communities small seed
grants for various community
service projects.
Bicyclists don't have to sign
on for the entire tour, Hitman
says. Shorter rides along the
route also are possible.
For more information, call
Hitman at (609) 561-2304
or write U.S. Bike Trek
1994, 29 Emmons Dr., P.O.
Box 2006, Princeton, N.J
08543-2006.

WHY CAN'T SHE JUST LET ME GO TO
'ALL AMERICAN, THEY HAVE EVERYTHING
IN ONE PLACE! UPS, COPIES, KEYS,
STAMPS, PACKAGING. FAX. TRAVEL
TICKETS, NOTARY PUBLIC, ETC.

ONE STOP FOR MAIL BOXES & SERVICE

ALL AMERICAN MAILBOX RENTALS
4 5 5 5 H. PERSHING AVE. NO. 3 3 AT MARCH LN
Conveniently locciled In Vonellon Square

(209) 477-7557

The rising death toll in

Institute of Philosophy
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
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Francis P. Crawley, Director
International Programs
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Bosnia-Herzegovina has pro
pelled a group of Harvard
University undergraduates to
try to raise $50,000 for a relief
truck, a driver and 20 tons of
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Dog tags are big break souven
Without MTV college students flocking to Daytona Beach ne«®
land of watershed memory to take home after spring break, and it111
to be...dog tags.
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Jennifer Carter, promotions director.
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become" '
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As an added feature to the

Bureau the purposes of the
Stockton Asparagus Festival are
to celebrate the asparagus har
vest, promote tourism to the city
of Stockton and San Joaquin
County and to serve as a
fundraiser for local non-profit
organizations.
The Stockton Asparagus
Festival has expanded to twoand-a-half days to handle the
large weekend crowds of years
past. The event will open at 1:30
p.m. on Friday, April 22, and will
feature special discounts for
everyone in attendance.
Other festivities of the festival
include: Asparagus Alley, the
place to be for great asparagus
dishes; the Fun Run, a 3 mile run
through the park on Sunday
morning; cooking demonstrations
with celebrity chefs and some
local talent; musical entertain
ment, big bands playing Country
tunes and classic hits; wines of
the valley; a Classic car show;
Arts & Crafts Show, over 120
booths to browse and shop; and
Family land, great entertainment
on two stages, a petting zoo, pup
pet shows and demonstrations of
dance and karate.

illel chair Elie KaunfeT^ OP booth, the Delta Humane
A core of about seven under jdety will be on hand to eduraduates, some of wh ite the public about animals and
Iready belonged to the 5vide information concerning
arvard Human Crisis Watch
adoptions. Raffles will
Jcided to act swiftly.
J be held during the festival
At Fein's suggestion, they [prizes such as dinner at varigreed to try to purchase a Stockton restaurants and
uck through the American ily passes to the Micke Grove
-wish Joint Distribution
ommittee, an international According to the Stockton-San
Convention and Visitors
•lief organization based in
lew York that has low overead and quick access to
arajevo, Lebwohl said.
J
The literature distributed to
tudents in the door to door
rive invokes the memory of
ie Holocaust, when millions of
uropean Jews and others were
lurdered by Nazis for the sake
* ,rs
fethnicpumy. '"
*vj
'"Never again!* people said
fter the Holocaust, but the fact
•%The dates of festival were misprinted in the
lat genocide is taking place
last issue of the Pacifican.
:>day is becoming more and
lore obvious," fliers read,
Our generation has done nothng but watch genocide take
J ace...again. Now is the time
o act. Let Harvard take the

SPARAGUS FESTIVAL

April 22, April 23 & April 24
at Oak Grove Park
Be sure to visit the UOP booth!
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Omega Phi Alpha Little Sisters were in the Holiday spirit on
Tuesday, March 29 as they created Easter Baskets to distribute
among underpriviledged children. The Sisters were sponsored
by local businesses for this philanthropic event.

Greeks honored at
awards reception
Gina Mocelin
Panhellenic Delegate
On Tuesday, March 22, the Annual Greek Awards Reception was
held in the Pacific Athletic Foundation Club. The event was sponsored
by the Greek Council and co-sponsored by the Order of Omega, the
Greek honors society.
The reception was attended by administrators, faculty, staff and
members of the Greek community. Outgoing IFC and Panhellenic
Presidents, Jon Ciampi of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Anika Olsen of
Kappa Alpha Theta, welcomed all of those in attendance.
Jesse Marks, the Associate Dean of Students, presented the award
for Greek Chapter Advisor of the Year to Betsy Bogart of Alpha Chi
Omega. William Barr, Dean of Students, and Judith Chambers, Vice
President,of Studppt Life, presented awards to Olsen and Bryan Kroll
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon for Greek Woman and Man of the Year. The

(see Reception pg 8)

Thursday, April 14
Art Center, EXPOSING VIEWPOINTS, Reynolds Gallery, 8:30
a.m.
Vietnamese Student Association, Cultural Practice, Becthel
Center Conference Room, 10 a.m.
Dining Services Committee Meeting, Redwood Room, 12 p.m.
Accounting Society, Weber 101,5:30 p.m.
Vietnamese Student Association, Knoles Hall 207,6 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, DEMOLITION MAN, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
Hawaiin Club, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
Friday, April 15
Art Center, EXPOSING VIEWPOINTS, Reynolds Galleiy, 8:30
a.m,
P.A.W.S. Admission Presentation, Buck Recital Gall, 9 a.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, WPC 140,6 p.m.
Hawaiin Club Luau, Raymond Great Hall, 8 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Pledge Recital, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, DEMOLITION MAN, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
\
Saturday, April 16
UPWARD BOUND Program, Saturday Session, Z-Building,
a.m.
Modem Language Brunch, Bechtel Center, 10 a.m.
Student Recital, Richard Hernandez, Trumpet, Recital Hall,
p.m.
UOP Opera, DIE FLEDERMAUS, Faye Spanos Concert Hall,
p.m.
UPBEAT Films, DEMOLITION MAN, McCaffrey Theatre,
p.m.

Tuesday, April 19

(see Campus pg 8)
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Monday, April 18
Student Recital, Chrisitne Bertolero, Flute, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Art Center, EXPOSING VIEWPOINTS, Reynolds Gallery, 8:30
a.m; • ASUOP Senate, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.

nd Somalia last year, this is

t>reak souvenir

3

Sunday, April 17
UOP Profile Day
UOP Opera, DIE FLEDERMAUS, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 2
p.m.
UPBEAT Films, DEMOLITION MAN, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
ASUOP Ice Cream Social, the Summit, 9 p.m.

Although a group collected
ome contributions for Bosnia

lents

8
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FROM THE RIGHT

AS I SEE IT

Michael V. Kattelman

'Three strikes you're out' will
rid society of habitual criminals

Christopher S. Shultz

Handshake ban bad for kids, sports

Last week, the New York
What do governors Mario of the prisons anyway. These
Times
carried a story about a
sixty are habitual criminals
Cuomo (D-NY) and Pete Wilson
school
district in Southern
(R-CA) have in common with devoted to a life of crime. They
California that has banned
California Assembly Speaker go in, get released, get arrested,
after-game handshakes between
Willie Brown (D)? Not go back in, get released...they
high school athletes from com
much...usually. However, in live in and out of the prison sys
peting schools.
tem because they know how to
1994, all of the above took strong
The school district's ratio
supporting positions behind Mike work sentencing and plea bar
nale
was that close contact after
Reynold's "Three Strikes and gaining. Three strikes gets them
a
heated
match could lead to
You're Out" initiative (which off the street - permanently. No
fights between teams. I think
should actually be called "three more petty theft, no more car
the school board members are
strikes and you're in... for jacking, no more rape, no more
flat out wrong to institute a ban
beating the system.
good"), aimed at permanently
of
this nature.
Critics also argue that the three
locking up three-peat felons and
I grew up watching Charlie
habitual criminals. In fact, the strikes bills only burden the tax
Brown
tell kids "It's not
payer with more costs of housing
initiative was pushed so hard by
whether
you win or lose...it's
public outcry that California's these felons. They fail to see the
how
you
play the game" during
Assembly Committee on Public reality of the situation. They
the short breaks between
Safety, usually known as the lib charge that taxpayers will pay
Saturday
morning cartoons.
eral killer of tough anti-crime $25,000 a year to keep each
bills, approved placing the initia criminal locked up. It sounds
enormous, but most critics
tive on the ballot.
As the Wallstreet Journal com neglect to add up the costs of let
ting them loose. These habitual
mented in January, "When an
criminals
have rap sheets longer
idea is endorsed on the same day
by two governors of mega-states, than Shaq! They are in court
one
Democrat
and
one every other day on new charges,
eating up costs with public
Republican, it's safe to conclude
the idea has now moved to the defenders, prosecutors, judges,
center of the nation's political juries, etc. When they are out on
the streets, they make their living
radar screen."
To date, over thirty states are through welfare fraud, insurance
seeking to pass three strikes bills, fraud, and ripping off the general
and citizens are responding posi public. These are habitual crimi
nals. If they have not learned
tively. The question, however, is
will three strikes work effective from their mistakes by felony #3,
then it's just not going to happen.
ly? The answer is yes.
Critics argue that three strikes Harsh, but realistic.
Finally, many argue that three
will do little more than overpopulate our prison systems. But as strikes doesn't hit the root causes
law enforcement statistics show, of crime and that it relies too
heavily on tough sentencing. I
approximately seven out of every
agree
that education, counseling,
ten violent crimes are committed
by only 6% of violent criminals. and promoting economic stability
In fact, most violent crimes are are the keys to stopping violent
committed by felons who have crimes, but to date we don't have
been released early and?or recent sufficient programs to clean up
our cities and streets, and it will
ly from our prison systems. It's a
revolving door problem that's out be a long time before we get
of control, but it's a mistake to them. Tough sentencing is a way
believe that three strikes will of reducing crime in the short
flood our prisons with new bod run, which is what we need today
ies. The state of Washington has so that we can focus our
concluded that their three strikes resources on the long haul. Three
strikes will make that long haul
law will be applied to approxi
mately sixty hard-core criminals just a little bit easier.
Distributed by Tribune Media Services
a year, who can't seem to stay out

Charlie's message was good
sportsmanship and his adage is
recited by me and my peers to
this day. (Just ask the Pacifican
Softball team; I say it all the
time!)
High school sports are not war.
Students should be trusted to
shake the hands with another
team without instigating a fist
fight.
Students who do cause a dis
turbance should face a quick and
severe punishment (such as
immediate suspension from the
team for the rest of the season).
This type of punishment would
set a strong example for the rest
of the young athletes and would
likely be a better deterrent against

S«;>~-~Tfungus amon
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"He doesn't need to spend
more time with his father.
He already knows how
to use the remote."
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THE SPATS by JEFF

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED!!
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT THE PACIFICAN FOR
THE 1994-95 ACADEMIC YEAR INCLUDE:
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
0 MANAGING EDITOR
°SECTION EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
0 GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
0 ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
0 CLERICAL ASSISTANTS
0

EARN $$$$ OR PRACTICUM UNITS
APPLY IMMEDIATELY
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS BY FRIDAY, APRIL 22,1994
TO APPLY OR FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT THE PACIFICAN
AT THIRD FLOOR, HAND HALL

EDITORIAL STAFF
Monica Yadegar

Editor-in-Chier

Managing Editor

Erika Ekman
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tVhat's up Doc? CONDIMENTS
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maintain dryness, and shoes
should be made of leather to
allow the feet to breathe,
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most over-the-counter powders
and creams.
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Tinea pedis, better known as
K-iety as a whole.
'
jileie's foot, is quite common.
His infection generally occurs in
web space between the toes.
,ea pedis is primarily a disease
, [men and has its greatest inci
te between the ages of 20 and
( Symptoms include itching
td burning with reddened, scaly
iin. Treatment must start with
st hygiene, specifically through
lying of the feet after bathing.
Absorbent cotton socks help to

Tinea cruris, or jock itch, is a
fungal infection of the groin.
Again, this infection occurs
almost exclusively in men. Tightfitting pants, wet swimsuits, ath
letic supporters and obesity are
predisposing factors for jock itch.
The rash often has scalloped,
advancing borders which are red
and scaly, The area inside the
border is often normal, but slight
ly darker, in color. Good hygiene
is important in prevention.
Topical creams are applied for
treatment.

J

Tinea corporis, best known as
ringworm, is a common skin
infection seen at UOP. These
infections are most often seen in
hot and humid climates and
infects both sexes and all ages.
Infection is transmitted from per
son to person, animal to person
and by fomites. The characteristic
appearance is a circular lesion
with a red, scaly border with the
central area often being normal in
appearance. Prescription creams

will result in clearing, if used
appropriately.
Tinea versicolor is caused by
the fungus Malassezia furfur.
(Isn't that a great name?) This
organism can be found on 90 to
100 percent of the population
with infection in 5 to 50 percent.
This skin condition is generally
found on the trunk, neck and
arms as small oval or round
whitish lesions, occasionally with
scales. The most common treat
ment includes Selsum shampoo
(prescription only) which is
applied to the skin as a lotion.
All of the above skin infec
tions may require oral medica
tions for treatment in stubborn
cases. A common mistake in
treatment is the application of
topical steroids. Although this
may be helpful in managing the
itching, it can often lead to a
worsening of the rash itself. If
you feel you have any of the
above rashes, please make an
appointment to be seen at the
Health Center.
Make plans to join all the
activities for Wellness Week
sponsored by the Student Health
Advisory Committee during the
week of April 18-21.

Landing in Seattle is always
an experience. The rain adds a
sliding/skidding twist to the
runway that separates the
tourists from the natives. The
gasping, white knuckled pas
sengers are the tourists and the
bored, glassy-eyed, windowstaring types, like me, are
Seattle natives.
Last week at home was pret
ty uneventful. After fighting off
my mom's wet kisses at bag
gage claim and sloshing home
in the minivan to the endless
babble of local gossip, I spent
the days rooted to the couch,
clutching the remote control
and a bag of Doritos. The cool
thing about the rain is that it
provides an excuse for laying
around all day. Of course, TV
can get boring, especially when
one's family does not subscribe
to any movie channels. So, I
watched baseball's opener. I
saw Mercker's no-hitter. I
watched the Frugal Gourmet
and when I got really desperate,
I paused on Oprah.
The big news was Kurt
Cobain's suicide. All day
Friday I watched 40-year-old
newscasters itch and scratch as
they tried to define today's
youth as, "a generation cynical
and depressed with life." I

snickered as one such guy pro
nounced the words "grunge fash
ion," while stepping aside for a
weeping girl in black leather and
purple Docs, with green split
ends and an eyebrow ring. "He
meant so many things to so many
different young people..." she
sniffed.
Then there were the shots of
his house, which had been a land
mark to my high school pals and
I, since he moved in from
Aberdeen three years ago. After
eight hours of flipping past the
news, I came to the conclusion
that the guy's suicide had turned
into a social need to define the
ailments of Generation X.
I switched off the set, rolled
off the couch and looked out at
the rain. It was dropping in
clumps from the oak in our front
yard. Here I was, graduating in
May, in a major I did not care to
pursue, with no job and no plans.
Yeah, I was pretty much X:
unknown. I looked at the indent I
had left on the couch. I was tired
of laying around. I looked out at
the rain. Then I headed for the
garage.
"Where are you going," my
mom asked, as I bumped through
the kitchen.
"Bike ride, mom. Be back
later."

From the Chief's desk:

I rode through the rain, past
suburban oaks and cobble
stone, past 7-11's and Arco's
into the umbrella-lined side
walks of Lake Washington
Boulevard. I could not get clos
er than six blocks south of
Cobain's house. The street was
blocked and the police were
asking mourners to move on.
The news was still young and
the gatherers were mainly
locals. They looked pretty
grungy I guess, but mellow. I
did not see anybody crying and
I did not see anybody demon
strating vengeance.
A cluster of people on the
sidewalk without umbrellas
caught my attention. I recog
nized a friend of my sister's
from high school.
"Hey Kevin, what's up? You
home for break?" she asked,
inviting me over to the group.
"Yeah. Just out for a think
ride," I said.
"That's cool," said a guy
with a long black ponytail and
longjohns.
"We're just out for a think,
as well," said a girl from under
a straw hat.
And so, we all just stood
there, in the rain, six blocks out
from the dead Seattle grunge
(see Condiments pg 8)

Customer satisfaction
Bob Calaway
Chief of Police
Tidbits: In the 1940's, a sur
vey listed the top seven discipline
problems in public schools: talk
ing, chewing gum, making noise,
running in the halls, getting out
of line, wearing improper cloth
ing and not putting paper in
wastebaskets. A more recent sur
vey lists these top seven: drug
abuse, alcohol abuse, pregnancy,
suicide, rape, robbery and assault.
(Arson, gang warfare and venere
al disease are also ranked high.)

loesn't need to spend
time with his father,
already knows how
> use the remote."
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In "Customer Service from the
National Seminar Group,"
Marian Thomas said that com
munication is fundamental to the
job as a customer service
employee. Experts in the field say
that more than half of our job
consists of communicating with
people.
If we want to be effective, we
have to talk with customers, co
workers, other departments and
sometimes people outside our
organization. Even when we do a

WHITE WATER RAFTING TRIPS
on California's Favorite Rivers
Half Days start at just $59/person
Call for free 16-page color brochure
CALL 1-800-333-RAFT

good job, the important thing is
how the customer perceives the
job we are doing.
We need to remember commu
nication is a two-way sharing of
information that results in an
understanding between people. If
two people do not have the same
understanding of the message,
they are not truly communicat
ing. As we go about our daily
work, we should recall that emo
tion, attitude, non-verbal clues,
role expectations or simply a
wrong choice can break down
communication between people.
Strong emotions can sometime
cause us to tune out another per
son. If a person said to us, "You
did that all wrong," one response
may be anger. If we concentrate
on anger, instead of effective
communicating, we will not
solve the situation that exists.
We express our attitudes by
the way we act, look and demon
strate our feelings. A negative
attitude toward another person
may affect what other people
hear. If we adopt a superior atti
tude, for example, the listener is
ASIAN EGG DONOR NEEDED
Happily man lea Asian couple, both teachers
wish to achieve dream of parenthood. It you
are between ages 21-30, call Pacific Fertility
Center (#16) 667-1302. Generous stipend
provided.

going to concentrate on the air of
superiority and not hear wheit we
are saying.
The way we stand can affect
communication. Also, the expres
sion on our face can affect how
we communicate with another
human being.
People expect us to act in a
certain way. When we do not
come across in the manner they
anticipate, they may become dis
tracted, breaking down whatever
communication that exists
between us. For example, if we
are introduced as a knowledge
able person in widget and we
cannot answer their simple ques
tions, they are going to find it dif
ficult to communicate with us.
This type of communication situ
ation can also create a negative
impression of the organization
we work for and the services we
offer.
We should remember that the
words we choose can sometime
cause a communication break
down. We must choose our
words carefully when talking to
customers or clients.
DART FERMENTATION
HOME BREW SUPPLY CO.
CRAFT YOUR OWN HOME-MADE BEER!
HOME BREW CLASSES ARE AVAILABLE
GIFTS FROM IX)WN UNDER
C ALL FOR INFO& DIRECTIONS

957-4549

ntertainment
More than just asparagus at
the Asparagus Festival
Visitors will have more time to Commissioner Nick Elliot, chair
view the Arts & Crafts Show man of the Arts Commission stat
when the Stockton Asparagus ed, "Visitors should remember to
Festival opens a half day early bring their checkbooks and credit
this year at 1 p.m. on April 22, at card with them."
Outside the tents there will be
Oak Grove Regional Park.
They will see 120 arts-and- a caricaturist, a quick sketch artist
crafters, many of them new, (Delores Levy of Lodi) and two
picked from more than 500 appli face painters for children.
Also for children, arts and
cants by a jury of the Stockton
crafts
will include kids clothes
Arts Commission, which orga
and accessories, dolls, wooden
nizes and operates the festival
toys and puzzles. Bargainshow.
Arts and crafts are a major hunters will find cloth and leather
attraction at the Festival. The clothing, accessories, gifts, hats,
show has consistently earned textiles, blankets and quilts.
Nine booths will offer pottery
high ratings in the Crafts Fair
and
ceramics and three will have
Guide and is ranked in the top
200 in America (fifth of the 27 stoneware. Others will have
ornaments and magnets, country
California shows in the ranking).
Seventeen of the vendors are crafts and folk art, florals and
from out-of-state - Oregon, baskets, birdhouses, calligraphy
Washington, Nevada, Arizona and pressed flowers. Visitors will
and Utah. The rest are from also find rubber stamps, paper
California, including Sacramento, craft, button covers, kaleido
San Francisco Bay area, Los scopes, brooms, recorkers, Indian
Angeles and San Diego. Five are crafts, windchimes, tole painting,
from San Joaquin County, includ scrimshaw, brooms, Ukrainian
ing clothier Cathy Hartgraves, eggs, Bonsai trees, apple dolls
country crafter Darcy Lawson, and chairs.
The Stockton Asparagus
Windmaster chimes and Hmong
Festival
attracts approximately
artisans, all from Stockton.
Vendors exhibit in booths
under six large tents south of the
lake at the Festival site (Eight
Mile Road at Interstate 5). All
work is original and hand-craft
«
ed; no imported or mass pro
duced work is allowed.
Some of the attractions will be
the 16 jewelers, each exhibiting
different and unusual work, who
were selected from more than
100 applicants. Eight artists will
exhibit sculpture, vinyl clay art,
and paintings in a variety of
media, including cartoons.
Three photographers will dis
play their work and three musi
Mystic Candle Shop
cians will have tapes for sale.
oils • incense 'candles • curios • herbs
"Variety and price range are
closed Sunday and Mondayconsidered, but quality is always
open 10 to 5 Tuesday - Saturday
2028 Main St. • Stockton, CA 95205
the
overriding
criteria,"

100,000 visitors annually and
raises thousands of dollars for
local non-profit and charitable
organizations.
Other Festival attractions will
be the continuous entertainment
on three stages, a classic car
show, a three-mile Fun Run, wine
tasting, Belgian horse and wagon
rides, Asparagus Kitchen celebri
ty chefs, asparagus served in a
variety of styles and recipes and
numerous other food, novelty and
informational booths.
For children, there will be a
Kids College operated by
University of the Pacific and a
Familyland of entertainment on
two stages, a petting zoo, puppet
shows and dance and karate
demonstrations.
The Festival is sponsored by
the Stockton-San Joaquin
Visitors and Convention Bureau
and operated by Gamut
Productions. For more informa
tion about the Arts & Crafts
Show, call the Stockton Arts
Commission at (209) 937-7488.
For more information about the
Festival call (209) 943-1987 or
(209) 466-6653.

Pape,fige«^
Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor

Words of Wisdom

We make a living by what we get,
but we make a life by what we give".
-Norman MacEwan

Comer ot March

4601 PACIFIC AVE.

BURRITOS - WITH RICE, BEANS, CHEESE AND CHOICE OF SALSA INSIDE.
CARNITAS (ROASTED PORK)
3.75
CARNE ASADA (GRILLED STEAK)
3.75
CHICKEN (HEALTHY CHOICE!)
3.50
VECCIE (NO MEAT)
2.75

ran

2.50
1.75
195
2.25
3 25

for
COLLEGE!

Every Student is ELIGIBLE for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Family Income
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS and LOANS]

CALL Toll-FREE 2 4 Hours for a Brochure:

1-800-457-0089 Ext.

_

Douglas Tomei and Close all
Douglas, tome!
play their roles in a very convinc
ing and realistic manner. They

with

_ DWkei
-Blocker

Middle

sider than himself and fac, aU ^ 0utside-Hitter J
3
total reality check. 'TheP^ ^ freshman Mid
is rated R.

ross°n

y/akeham 1

a

^6 kilfs. 5 dig* am
jded
' junior Setter Russell
in the match
Bruce Springsteen

Here is a novel that Hollywood has been waiting for, possibly with Sharon
Stone as Bob Packwood. In Michael Crichton's latest book, "Disclosure, t e
roles of sexual harassment are reversed as Meredith Johnson, a female super
visor, sexually harasses Tbm Sanders, a male subordinate, on the very ay
that she is promoted.
Crichton does a great job of showing that some feminists have hypocntical
double standards when it comes to sexual politics. In the book, the roles are
merely switched which gives up the element of the sexes being lundamentally
different. This helps illustrate to both sexes what one goes through when
dealing with sexual harassment. However, for those who are still entrenched
in the battle of the sexes, they may read this as a woman-bashing book.
On the other hand, if it is read with an open mind, "Disclosure shows that
sexual harassment is really just about power and control. The book clearly
illustrates the characteristics of these type of
people, and that sexual
harassment happens to men as well as women.
Crichton's new thriller is fun, as are most of his books. He spends little
time on character development, but instead, dives directly into the story with
dialogues that outline case histories and statistics on sexual harassment. This
writing style adds to the experience and believability of the book.
If you want to read "Disclosure" before seeing the movie, you better
hurry, the rights were bought six months before the book's completion for
$3.5 million. Fortunately Sharon Stone was not cast. The film will star Demi
Moore and MichaeHDouglas and will be directed by Oscar winning director
Barry Levinson.

y+l

,nP totaled

3. R. Kelly "Bump And
(Jive) No. 2
4. Richard Marx "Now
Forever" (Capitol) No. 1
5. Snoop Doggy Dogg"Gin
-" (Death Row/Interscope)
Juice"
6. Crash Test Dummies "]
MMM MMM MMM" (Arisla).
7. Tim McGraw "Indian Out

(Curb) No. 10
8. Big Mountain "Baby ]
Your Way" (RCA) No. 15
9.
Tom Petty &
Heartbreakers "Mary Jane
Dance" (MCA) No. 4
10. Tevin Campbell TmRe<:
(Qwest/Warner) No. 22

t

A
Telephone. (209) 473-3240
Open daily: 9:00am-&00pm

)Z2

R E S U L r s G U A R A N T E E D ! STUDENT SERVICES, Inc. has a databank
of over 180.000 listings for scholarships, fellowships, grants and

loans, representing BILLIONS of dollars in private sector funding.
We can provide you with a list of funding sources most appro
priate to your background and educational goals.
Student Services, Inc. 6124 North Milwaukee Avenue • Chicago, II 60646

How is STUDENT
SERVICES. Ine
Different from a
Financial Aid Office?
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
apecializes In private
sector funding from
corporations, memorials,
trusts, foundations,
religious groups, and
many other philanthropic
organizations.
As state and federal
funding s o u r c e s continue
to face serious cutbacks,
private sector (unding is
expected to grow even
faster than in the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has current, up-to-date
information that provides
an intelligent alternative
to traditional state and
tederal funding sources;
at the very least, they
represent a significant
supplement to
government lunding.
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11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

IN THE NAME OF THE
FATHER SDTK.

MEAT PUPPETS
*

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

MEAT PUPPETS
TOO HIGH TO DIE

oUU« O*It,

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

MATHEW SWEET
MATTHEW SWEET BH

SARAH McLACHLAN

ar,IRINO LIVE
I IUC ALTERED
AI Tcorrs BEAST
Nr .
.
Feaormg:
TRACKS
DEVIL WITH THE GREEN EYES REMIX t Mo,,,

Sarah
tLathlan
FUMBLING
TOWARDS
ECSTASY
Includes;
POSSESSION
HOLD ON
0000 EN0UCN

8.99 CD 4.99 CS

11.99 CD 7.99 CS
Qj^NQAMTO MIDNIGHT FVFPvnAv.

VIDEO SALES
& RENTALS!

LIUW
STOCKTON
6623 Pacific Avenue
Lincoln Village
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the ITU
2. Prince "The Most Beautif^ id 94 assists in the
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le & Pershing next to TOGO'S EATERY

CALL (919) 929-4398
EXT 0240

(

conflict

how much one s
^
chunge when .here is

Senior Staff Writer

EARN BIG $$$
AND TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE!!!
(CARIBBEAN,
EURPOE, HAWAII,
ASIA!) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING/
SUMMER SEASONS
APPROACHING.
GUARANTEED
SUCCESS!

QUESAPILLAS (GRILLED CHEESE TORTILLAS) -WITH SOUR CREAM,
CUACAM0LE, AN D SALSA ON TH E SI DE.
TRADITIONAL OUST CHEESE)
...2.45
SAN FELIPE (WJTH SAUTfED ONIONS, PEPPERS AND TOMATOES)..3.25
CHICKEN OR PORK INSIDE, ADDITIONAL
1.75
GRILLED STEAK INSIDE, ADDITIONAL
1.95

uic croon soon
c^ing even more

Ricardo da Rosa

Chinese, Cambodian & Vietnamese Cuisine

1425 W. March Lane
Stockton. CA 95207

(1 BLOCK SOUTH OF MARCH LANE)
OPEN MON.-SAT 9:00AM TO 9:30PM AND SUN 11:00 AM TO 9:30PM

'MENU HIGHLIGHTS*

i

Crichton's twist on sexual harassment

AA CRUISE
& TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE

PHONE ORDERS WELCOMED / DRIVE THRU

than

NEW KIM TAR

&

SAN FELIPE CRILL

MUNCHIES
ARTICHOKE WITH MAYO OR BUTTER
CHIPS AND SALSA (REFILLABLE IN-HOUSE ONLY)
BEAN DIP AND CHIPS
CHIPS AND CUACAM0LE
NACH0S (A MEAL IN ITSELF!)

Here is a movie that every
workaholic should see. "The
Paper" starring Michael
Douglas,
Marisa Tomei
and Glenn Close is about a
newspaper reporter/assistant
managing editor who gets the
scoop of his life. But, unfortu
nately this comes at a bad time
as he is being pulled in every
direction by his co-workers,
boss and family, including his
eight and a half month pregnant
wife.
Tomei plays the role of his
wife, who used to be a reporter
so is able to sympathize with her
husband, but is still scarred to
death about what the future has

-

Edith Frazer, owner

A CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQUERIA
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Tigers remarkable
winning streak ends
Sam Erickson
Staff Writer

Pacific faced eighth ranked
Pepperdine University on April
y; The Waves easily beat the
igers in straight sets: 15-1?- 15
10; and 15-6.
Senior Outside-Hitter Darren
Lance led UOP with 31 kills and
6 digs, followed by senior
Middle-Blocker Jeff Hall with 14
kills and 3 digs.
Russell Gan had 62 assists.
The University of the Pacific's
record now stands at 7-15 (4-11
MPSF).
Pacific will be playing against
University of California, San
Diego on April 15 and against
California State University, San
Diego on April 16 in San Diego.
Their last home game is on April
19 against Stanford University.
The Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation Tournament starts on
April 23.

The Tigers (28-9) aim to start up another winning streak this weekend
against the NewMexico State Aggies.

INTRAMURAL
REPORT

:J?vefN„K,2",'BUm,>A"d0|
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fuice

(Death

Row/Interscope) No.

6. ( rush lest Dummies "NMi!
VfMM MMM MMM" (Arista)No.t
7. Tim McGraw "Indian Outb'
[Curb) No. 10
K Big Mountain "Baby I Loi
Your Way" (RCA) No. 15
9
Tom
Petty & Ifo
Heart breakers "Mary Jane's Last
Dance" (MCA) No. 4
10 Tevin Campbell "I'm Ready"
[Qwest/Warner) No. 22

i Tigers face AVAC #1 ranked Stanford Cardnals Tuesday at 7:30 pm in their final home game of the
heason.

s
THE INDIANS
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•P
MEXICAN PATIO CAFE

I
PRINCIPAL.

=4^5l i t

1502 March Lane, Stockton, CA 95207
Tel: (209) 951-2026 FAX: (209) 951-2047

3«»

BUY ONE CRISP TAOO
and GET ONE FREE^

(

"But I am acting my age!
I'm only 10!"

With the season winding
down and the play-offs nearing,
the level of competition has
become intense. Last week
Southwest and Just Kicking
swapped goal for goal, until
Southwest put in a last second
goal to win 6-5. Other heated
action took place between the
Destroyers and John B. John B
used superior ball control to bare
ly pull it out 7-6. Southwest was
involved in another close game
with the Sting, but again
Southwest rose to the occasion
winning 6-5. .
The play-offs should
involve some intriguing match
ups, because a lot of parity exist
in both the Men's division and
the CO-rec. league. The teams to
watch are John B., the
Destroyers, and Bogorosso, who
are clearly more talented than the
rest of the field. However, all
three of these teams have a legiti
mate shot at taking the title. In
the CO-rec league Delta Delta
Delta has gone unbeaten, but
three teams have the fire power to

After shutting out Southern
Utah and beating Saint Mary's 31, the Tigers carried the nations
longest winning streak to Reno to
face the Nevada Wolf pack. The
Tigers went down fighting in
Nevada. In the first game of the
series, Nevada scored six runs in
the third inning, leaving Pacific
down by five. The squad did
manage to come within two
points of tying with the final
score 8-10. Sanchez, batting
clean- up, had two hits, with
three RBI, raising his season total
to 47.. This is second only to
Doug Bame who had 58 just last
year. Mike Rios and Kevin
Sumter split the duties on the
mound, each tossing four innings.
Rios who started, received the
loss, his first in three appear
ances.
The Tigers again, just missed
the mark on Wednesday. The
club out hit the Wolf Pack, 12-10
but could only come up with six
runs to Nevada's seven. Danny
Miller, one of the clubs strongest

UPCOMING GAMES
April 16 - April 20
Friday
April 15
1 pm Baseball (vs) New Mexico St. at Billy
Herbert Field
qq).

• -

'

• ' S Jfi

Saturday
April 16
11 am Womens tennis (vs) San Jose St. at
UOP courts
1 pm Baseball (vs) New Mexico St. at Billy
Herbert Field
Sunday
April 17
1 pm Baseball (vs) New Mexico St. at Billy
Herbert Field
Tuesday
April 19
7:30 pm Men's Volleyball (vs) Stanford at
Spanos Center

(see Intramural page 8)
!

SALE

^NDREDS OF DESKS a n d c h a i k s
DON'T MISS OUT ON THE

(includes earrings)

take A CUS8 THS SWWffl *T C8U SACMNBW-

V

5308 Pacific Avenue #164
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 473-4606

Friday, April 15th
and Saturday, April 16th
9:00 am to 4:30 pm
County Parking Garage
130 North Hunter Street
Hunter and Channel
Downtown Stockton

* Hundreds Of Miscellaneous Items

Ears Pierced - $3.50

And that's the way we like it.

OFFICE FURNISHINGS

* Desks, Steel and Wood, Starting at $50.0
* Seating, All Types: Executive, Guest,
Secretarial, Reception Seating
* Tables: Conference Tables,
Drafting Tables, Work Tables
* File Cabinets
Panel Systems/Dividers
* Photograph Dryer Cabinet
Lockers
T,

Dop Roberto
JEWELERS

HUGE SURPLUS INVENTORY

..atteroFTJ*

starters, went to the middle of the
fifth giving up three runs. Scott
Mitchell came in after the sev
enth inning stretch trying to save
the game. He gave up one run
and
struck * out
three.
Unfortunately, his efforts could
not be supported by the offense,
who did not score for the rest of
the game.
This was only
Mitchell's second loss of the sea
son. Things did not go well for
Mitchell on the last day of the
series as well. He came in to
close for the Tigers, who were
ahead by one, and instead, he
ended up giving up the winning
runs, again receiving the
loss. This was the closest
the squad could come to winning,
but it is evident despite a great
effort in the final two games that
the series belonged to the Wolf
Pack.
The Tigers start a home stand
this weekend and hope to start
up another winning rally. As it
stands the Tigers are 28-9 over
all, and 3-3 in the Big West.

Hal's Sports Cards & Balloons

C.U to*
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FORMAL
CONNECTION
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"

Sports Cards, Balloons, Gifts, & More

Secretaries Day Special
$14.95 delivered

Ainenean txpress accepted
We deliver!

1018 W. Acacia
Stockton, CA 95203
(209) 944-5627
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477-2442
TUXEDO RENTALS
• Huge Variety of Styles •
• Lots of Colors:
in Cummerbunds & Ties •
• Have The Experts Fit You •

*
i

OUR NEW LOCATION
702 Porter Way
(Porter Station)

EVENING
PROM DRESSES

1.

(Retail Only - No Rentals)

AT YOUR SERVICE
RESUMES
Laser Printed • One-Hour Service
Prepared by CAPC-Certified
Employment Specialist.
Since 1975, trained to interview
& gather needed information for
your professional resume
and cover letters.

LIFETIME UPDATES

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
• S500 0FF tuxedo Rentals •
• 10% OFF Prom Dresses •

By appointment

(209) 473-0606
Fax (209)473-8660

702 Porter Way • (Porter Station)
Stockton • 477-2442
Potter at Pacific behind the Shell Station

41 W. Yokuts Ave Ste.' 27 • Stockton

Visa/Mastercard

AC'TOONS
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Vouth
vacati
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"Congratulations! Now you
are nobody's fool."

Volume 84,

Natioi
"There's nothing wrong with
Stolen baby story rev
the sound system, sir. He's
A Canadian couple is I
a doctor...you're wearing
sealing on Sunday that
his stethoscope."

habYgirlbeing k,dnappe<
Joseph Bales and Hele
,
0 pPed in Central Park.
Miguet Bales, died m her
ilastic and tucked into i
woods by her parents.
The admission came :
scuba divers and 100 offi
ter. Apparently, the parei
been accused of abusinj
Quebec, last year and fea
continued from page
The couple then dro\
dethrone
the 1 year-old daughter Priscil
Southwest, who always i "it might be lost in the c
win the close ones, H# other urban woes.
and the Sting are conten The couple is being hi
the CO-rec. championshi false report, and more
police authorities said.
Announcements
Parents beware; Sch
Applications Ellen Freeman ackra
being accepted for Inn edgeable about her 10Supervisor position, nt school.
For information or quest Freeman, a mother of
946-2716 or come in Florida on charges of

Distributed bv Tribune Merli

MITCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
VfclWj LOOK

AT THAT

SAB& WITH HA/ZPCV
AMVTH/AS& OA/'' "

Intramu
SALES- Stockbroker Trainee
Opportunity for hardworking
enthusiastic college grads.
Excellent
Training.
Send
resume: WRC, P.O. Box 6400
San Mateo, CA 94403

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Sierra Resort needs workers
for all or part of summer.
Salary plus room & board.
#(209) 245-4760
ROOM FOR

RENT SOUTH OF

CAMPUS 350/MO.

AVAILABLE

APRIL 1ST. STUDY AREA, PRIV
BATH, GARAGE AND LAUNDRY.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 937-9192

YAMAHA
Super Jet 650

w/trailer, $3600
call at 477-8719

Campus Crime
Report
The following report covers
the week of March 31 to April 7,
1994:
-Burglary
*The burglary of the old
Sports Pavilion (now an art stu
dio) was reported on April 4 at
2:15 p.m. Loss included a
stereo tape player.
*On April 3 at 3:20 p.m., a
student reported a burglary to
his room at the Townhouse
Apartment Complex. Loss
included a television, stereo
equipment and a computer. (See
special note)
-Theft
*Several juveniles were
detained on April 6 for stealing
a large number of felt-tip pens
from the Bookstore. The mer
chandise was returned to the
store. The juveniles were repri
manded and released to their
respective parents.
-Vandalism
*A vandalism to the
Townhouse Apartment Complex
was reported to Public Safety on
April 3 at 3:20. BBs were fired
through a glass window.
-Vehicle Theft
*On Match 31 at approxi
mately 4 p.m., someone attempt
ed to steal a vehicle parked in
Lot #10 by the Pharmacy
School.

-Tampering with Fire
Alarm System
*At 12:40 a.m., someone
maliciously pulled a fire alarm
pull station in SouthWest Hall on
March 31. Remember, tamper
ing with fire alarm systems is a
serious crime. Your safety and
the safety of all those living in
your residence hall could depend
on the condition of the fire alarm
system. Report those abusing
these systems to Public Safety.

-Did you know?
*Public Safety officers pro
vided 72.76 hours of foot patrol
and 36.78 hours of bicycle patrol
to the campus.
*Escorts were provided for
three students and three stranded
motorists were assisted.
^Officers found 15 open
doors and windows and contact
ed 31 suspicious persons.
rSpeciai Note
reward for information I
leading to the identity of those i
responsible for burglarizing the!
Townhouse Apartment during
Spring Break is being offered by
the victim's family. Call (408)
371-2000.

CONDIMENTS
continued from page 5
rock star's house, thinking.
"You want some granola?"
Karen's friend passed me a ziplock bag of cereal. "It's home
made with ingredient X," she
said.
"Ingredient X?," I asked.
"Yeah, you know, like all that
Generation X cheese. Ingredient
X. Unknown."
I guess she had pretty much
put the finger on it. All five of us
knew the feeling. We were
unknown, but we would be OK.
And so, I reached for some gra
nola, with a buzz.
Seattle's Ingredient X Granola
5 cups rolled oats
1 cup unsalted, shelled sun
flower seeds
1/2 cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
1 cup pitted dates
1 cup raisins
10 tablespoons unsalted butter,
melted
1/2 cup honey
2 teaspoons vanilla
ingredient X

*A

This report was prepared by
Jerry Houston
All inquiries should be made
to the Department of Public
Safety at 946-2537.

Preheat oven to 275 F. Mix
first four ingredients in large
bowl. Add dates and raisins, stir
ring to separate. Mix butter,
honey, vanilla and ingredient X
to desired taste in small bowl.
Pour over oatmeal mixture and
toss one minute. Spread granola
out on rimmed, heavy, large
cookie sheet. Bake until crisp and
golden brown, stirring occasion
ally, about one hour and 15 min
utes. Cool.

Campus
continued from page 3
Art Center, EXPOSING
VIEWPOINTS,
Reynolds
Gallery, 8:30 a.m.
Crosscurrents
Lecture,
Common Room, 12 p.m.
"Quit for Life," Smoking
Cessation series, WPC 232, 5:30
p.m.
Chi
Alpha
Christian
Fellowship, Bible Study Class, ZBuilding NE, 7 p.m.
Men's Volleyball vs. Stanford,
Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
Student Recital, Lori Parker,
Piano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
College Life, McCaffrey
Conference Room, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, Sixteen
Candles, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
Wednesday, April 20
Art Center, EXPOSING
VIEWPOINTS,
Reynolds
Gallery, 8:30 a.m.
MoCnff
Adopt-A-Pet, McCaffrey

Intramural office, located dance."
The first ever parent
the main gym.
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court to 50 hours of com
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continued from page 3 for some help with my s<
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Delta Gamma was» Kathy Christie, a spol
of the States said, "It's
recipient'of the
accountability and that
Scholarship Pro;
ir Parents more accou
the Outstanding C011

Receptio

Deck, 11 a.m.
World on Wednesday Lecture
Series, Bechtel Center, 12:30
p.m.
Mu Phi Epsilon, Professional
Fraternity Formal Meeting,
Bechtel Lounge, 6 p.m.
Hmong Student Association,
Bechtel Lounge, 6 p.m.
Student Recital, Anna Reis,
Saxophone, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, SIXTEEN
CANDLES, McCaffry Theatre, 8
p.m.
************;,.

Group Dynamics in conjunc
tion with the Delta Humane
Society announces Adopt-A-Pet.
The program, to be held
Wednesday, April 20 from 11
a m. to 4 p.m., will allow individ
uals to purchase pictures of ani
mals waiting to be adopted from
the Delta Humane Society for a
for a small the fee. Proceeds from
eVem WU1 g° l° tHe De,ta

Humane Society.
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